Why eFront instead of Moodle?
User friendly | Fast | Attractive
eFront has been designed to minimize the clicks to go from one point of the interface to another. The sidebar
helps as a central navigation or search point throughout the system. The use of AJAX technology minimizes the
need to transfer data between the server and the client improving the system response time and the users’
experience. A main difference between eFront and Moodle is that eFront has been built from scratch to attract
and retain the users. Its interface is well structured, with vivid icons and colors and with a minimum amount of
popups. In all aspects eFront is more web 2.0 than Moodle and more suited for a new wave of learners.

Scorm Certified
eFront is certified for its compliance with SCORM standard. Moodle is SCORM compatible but not certified from
the ADL organization. SCORM is the current standard for the creation and deployment of interactive web-based
learning courses.

Enterprise ready
eFront comes with an enterprise dedicated edition that offers supports for job descriptions, skills management,
branches, detailed employees log, reports for the best candidates for certain jobs, career management etc. On
the other side Moodle is mainly educational oriented.

Native support for advanced features like payments | skill-gap analysis | social extensions
eFront offers native support for advanced features that can be found only on very expensive learning
management systems. These include support for payments or subscriptions through paypal integration and skillgap analysis. Moreover, eFront offers several social extensions to facilitate the community feeling inside the
system. These extensions include lesson/system timelines, user profiles, integration with facebook (through
facebook connect) etc

Quality
eFront has been built from a dedicated team of professional programmers. Its code is object oriented, well
structured and well commented. Unlike eFront, Moodle has a big range of contributors. We view the quality as a
two part equation. The improvement of the core system should be done through a small, coherent, dedicated
team of programmers. On the other side modules and testing should be done from as many users as possible.

Professional Support
eFront comes with professional support and customization services to help you be more productive on a
production environment.

Parity points
Like Moodle, eFront comes with a complete set of features to create content, tests, assessments, track progress,
issue certifications and dozens of add-ons to support wikis, blogs, youtube videos, picture lists, F.A.Qs, external
links etc. It has also been tested and improved from a wide community of users throughout the world that is very
active and helpful.
In all aspects, eFront is a mature system that has been built to offer a rich learning experience, to be better
than open-source systems and at the same time more effective than other professional learning solutions.

